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Abstract 

Drifting PACE [3] from theoretical basis to an in-vivo experiment comes complicated as broad 

range of input parameters are meant to be set appropriately.  Reader should be aware of such 

difficulties when other efforts but within David Liu’s laboratory have resulted unsuccessful. 

Reasons above have drove us to try to implement PACE in-silico for the biologist to better chose 

the appropriate input set of parameters that would approach in-vivo experiment to success. 

However, some observations on its performance drove us to think over some improvements 

searching for several process optimizations.  

We have made use of CeCe, a promising open source simulator over which we have 

implemented several modules. Some of them are meant to simply simulate PACE while others 

are focused on incorporating complementary features which are intended to shed some light on 

more performing capabilities. 

Keywords:  PACE | directed evolution | evolutionary biology | simulator 
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Introduction 

As it is introduced in [3], PACE makes use of directed evolution technics in order to find 

out certain DNA chains which have precise features implemented within. The system faces E. coli 

(the solution selector) to M13 phages (which bear the library of possible solutions) into a chamber 

that is put under a constant selective fluid inflow. Summarizing, phages carrying a broad set of 

Promoters compete to infect a small population of E. coli. Once an infection is performed, if 

involved Transcription Factor is good enough, the E. coli’s Promoter will be activated. This event 

will lead to the expression of certain protein needed for the phage to achieve infection on next 

generations. The fundamentals assume that whereas chamber content is washed out, phages will 

compete to survive so that at the end of the experiment only best phages would remain in it.   

However, the more the system seems promising, the more complicated a successful experiment 

become. Its behavior is hard to predict considering the combinations of different conditions the 

camber could be exposed to. 

Our main motivation was to offer alternative in-silico tools which help biologist to narrow down 

the settable input parameters and requirement so that a successful in-vivo essay could be performed. 

After implementing PACE’s nature on the simulator, we tried to answer further questions such as 

¿are parameters the main issue of the system? ¿how big could Promoter and Transcription factor 

libraries could be? ¿is there any room for improvement? That is why we have extended the 

simulator with some modules that focus on answering questions above. 

CeCe [reference here] is an open source simulator we have used for these proposals. It is meant to 

model cell to cell iterations which unleash chemical or physic reactions such as quorum sensing, 

signal and protein generation, cell replication and so forth. It is also specialized on microfluidic 
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environment and it is broadly prepared to extensibility which made it a perfect choice to our 

requirements. 

Some of the modules we have developed are chamber design, infection or statistics which allowed 

us to configure the shape of the chamber, simulate infection principles and to extract values from 

what it is taking place while simulating. Moreover, we have implemented other features such as 

toxin – antitoxin behavior to explore if more insidious selective techniques help experiments to 

succeed and to converge quicker. 

As it was said before, we are not aimed at guessing which could be a solution itself. Instead, we 

spoilt output to figure out if the populations are able to grow properly so that, under different sets 

of conditions, PACE principles are respected, phages colonies remain steady and their fitness 

approach to set point. Therefore, conclusions will be shown as plots which will represent the 

dynamics of the system. 

We have tried to thoroughly describe all principles, basis and implementations as well as the results 

we have structed from our experiments. Over the following lines we will be covering: brief 

introduction to CeCe Simulator (how it works, how it could be delivered to biologist and other 

technical features of interest), we will summarize PACE principles in order to continue by defining 

how the system is modeled on simulator and which assumptions we rely on to simplify its 

complexity. We will follow by describing new modules added to CeCe and how we can make use 

of them by explaining how simulation file is composed and run. Once the simulator is ready to 

work, describing how to collect and spoilt data is needed so that we can show some examples from 

which we will draw some conclusions on simulated PACE. 
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Next chapters will fulfill some ideas for improvement. We will describe how toxin – antitoxin 

behavior is implemented focusing on how it works, how it is modeled and several examples which 

will be reviewed at the end. 

Finally, as for our intensions for this work to be continued this paper is concluded with a report on 

the difficulties we have found during development. Other extra tips that could help to community 

are also attached. 
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State of Art 

PACE principles 

Overview 

PACE was conceived by Kevin M. Esvelt, a doctorate student from David R. Liu’s 

laboratory. The target of this technic is to transmit a DNA chain by making use of bacteriophage 

reproduction mechanisms. Such DNA codifies the solution to an optimization problem under 

natural selection environment.  

It fundamentally makes use of two biological components: on one hand the phages, which 

are the vessel for problem solution. They also allow its propagation through offspring. On the other 

hand, the E. coli bacteria as a selective instrument for the phages. Somehow, they assess the virtue 

of every problem answers and will promote or reject then through evolution. 

The following schema illustrates such elements involved on a continuous system: 

 

Figure 1 PACE cycle [3] 

Both individuals are engineered ad-hoc to compel the behavior explained below: 
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Phages depend on the production of a specific protein (pIII) that rules their virulence. Such 

protein is naturally codified on GIII owned by phage M13. This protein is needed for the phage to 

generate a filamentous which allow them to penetrate and infect new bacteria. For the purpose of 

this experiment, GIII is removed from M13 and inserted in E. coli DNA as an Accessory Plasmid 

(PA). 

This plasmid is in charge of overseeing the solution and thus executing natural selection: 

if phage DNA implements a desirable phenotype, the E. coli ARN Polymerase will transcript the 

pIII gen1. PA carries a promoter which will only be activated if a desirable phage characteristic is 

detected on its DNA. Mathematically, this behavior is just a fitness equation: the better the M13, 

the more stable will be the transcription of GIII and the greater the production of pIII which will 

bring infectiveness to phage progeny. 

Mutation is a random and sudden event2. Regarding to get an exploratory feature over the 

search algorithm, mutagenesis factor is added to the system. A mutagenesis plasmid is injected in 

the host cell (E. coli) so when the phage DNA is being replicated or fixed, it induces a bug on such 

process. This event alters the resulting chain in a permanent fashion. Consequently, following 

generations experiment3 a change in their characteristics so that the algorithm can converge to 

better solutions. 

                                                 
 

1 Other proposals for this system have been proposed. For instance, on original Kevin M. Esvelt [3 and 6] 
it was mentioned to enhance the ARN Polymerase of P7 promoter to achieve the transcription of promoter 
P7. This way the accessory plasmid that would be inserted in E. coli will implement the P3+GIII circuit. 
The phage whose ARN-P would be capable of joining to PIII will produce PIII and release infectious 
progenies. This implementation of PACE is called as DB-PACE (DNA-Binding PACE). It is used for 
searching transcription activators with nucleases features (TALEN) built with more powerful and precise 
breaking points. These codes are useful for supporting genetic edition tooling [7]. 
2 The cellular mutation occurs one time per billion of replicated DNA [8]. 
3 Not in all cases and at a moderate basis. 
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However, up to this point, we haven’t introduced a mechanism for getting rid of “bad 

phages”. The system is interceded by a constant inflow to push the population out of the 

experiment chamber: an aggressive environment that compels the phages to adapt quickly in order 

for them to endure in the culture. Thus, worse DNA is diluted and dragged from the lagoon so that 

both successful progeny and new individuals injected by chamber inflow will compete for the 

surveillance in the culture. 

Nevertheless, adjusting this system is not an easy matter. For the algorithm to success, both 

phage speed of infection and rate of reproduction should be shorter than their residence time inside 

the lagoon. Moreover, the time for the E. coli to remain in the culture must be smaller than its 

splitting time. Otherwise, if a bacterium is infected by a bad solution, we will be involuntary 

promoting the chamber to be saturated with mediocre solutions by removing the resources that 

good ones need to get spread. Other input parameters that would be interesting to managed are 

nutrients or inflow turbidity. 

Despite of such limitations, PACE has showed to be a very powerful protocol. It allows 

biologist to execute continuous evolution without supervision for searching DNA chains which 

implement interesting features such as for investment on medical purposes. 

One PACE is overviewed we will go through some David R. Liu’s proposals for managing 

the evolving process, such as positive selection and counterselection. We have based on these ideas 

to implementing toxin and antitoxin driven behavior. 

Evolutive control mechanisms 

On David Liu’s paper, it is studied the mechanisms that are implemented over PACE to 

actively modify the evolutive cycle: positive and negative selection. 
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On the first one, a new plasmid is added to E. coli. It allows to increment the amount of 

pIII generated on either time4. This way PACE could become more explorative accepting phages 

that are not considered as a good solution.  

Attending to circuit design, the plasmid that runs this behavior (top plasmid in the Figure 

2) is made up of promoter followed by GIII, gene which codifies pIII protein. The switch 

of this promoter depends on the concentration of ATc, a small molecule that could be injected into 

the culture at any time. 

The psp acronym refers to “phage shock promoter” which means that pIII production is 

will be only enable if both ATc concentration in the culture is detected and a phage infection is 

performed successfully by a phage. This behavior can be modeled by the following “AND” logic 

door: if ATc concentration enough && phage infection then pIII. 

 

Figure 2 Model for asynchronous production of pIII based on ATc concentration [1]. According to E. coli S1030 box, 
top circuit refers to the plasmid in charge of running positive selection. The mutagenesis feature is induced by 
arabinose which is concatenated with  in the same plasmid. Accessory plasmid for fitness evaluation 
is found bellow. For the mean of the experiment, two RNAP where used. SP-T7WT

 implemented the Wild-Type of T7 
RNAP since SP-T7Dead carries an inactive version of the molecule. 

                                                 
 

4 pIII is a critic protein for the phage infectiveness. It is part of the bond that the phage injects to the E. coli 
to introduce its DNA. Without the proper pIII, this bond cannot be performed. By controlling this 
production, we can penalize or promote the survival of solutions that are not considered as “desirable” for 
the mean of the experiment. 
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David Liu and his laboratory use this feature to provide flexibility to the initial phage pool 

in the lagoon. Notice that at first experiment times, the probability of finding phages that represent 

good solutions tend to be low, and no infection could be performed promoting the culture dilution. 

Then, bad ones need to be accepted to allow the system to start running.  

Meanwhile, mutation probability takes an important role over this implementation. If bad 

solutions are accepted, we need to randomly modify offspring DNA so that better ones could be 

generated along cycles.  

On the other hand, negative selection has the opposite behavior. It allows the system to 

delete those solutions which are not desirable or are far from the searched behavior. One of the 

key points of this implementation is that the algorithm enables PACE to assess how far is the 

current activity5  from the searched one on a given phage. This characteristic is modeled by a 

plasmid that is also injected on the E. coli genome. According to the distance to the optimal 

solution, it can antagonize pIII production and reduce offspring infectiveness (top plasmid on 

Figure 3). 

 

Figure 3 Model for negative selection behavior [1]. S1030 box which refers to the E. coli implantation, the top plasmid 
represents the “counter-selection” feature. However, the plasmid at the bottom refers to phage fitness evaluation 
feature which will assess the aptitude of the solution. David Liu manage two version of the same phage which carried 

                                                 
 

5 Activity refers to another way of saying fitness. Notice that PACE is in charge of finding a DNA hold by 
phages which implements a behavior, an activity that biologists are interested on. 
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two variations of SP-T7. Since SP-T7spec implements the desired activity, the SP-T7prom is the promiscuous RNAP that 
is tried to be diluted in the by negative selection. 

We attach on Figure 3 this algorithm implemented in David Liu’s Laboratory. Its logic is 

based on implementing a circuit that activates pIII neutralizer bound to the presence of a 

theophylline-activated riboswitch which is injected in the culture. The top plasmid codifies this 

behavior of counterselection so that when theophylline is linked to PT3, pIII antagonist production 

is enabled. pIII production would be only enabled if the RNAP contained in phages are good 

enough to activate PT7 and transcript GIII. Notice that the David Liu’s experiment tried to 

determine how much theophylline should be spilled in the culture to penalize bad solutions. Only 

those phages whose RNAP was good enough to produce big pIII amounts (by positive selection 

circuit in E. coli) were able to neutralize GIII-neg effect and survive6. 

Thus, these features enable the system to become either more explorative or restrictive by 

narrowing the search space. PACE is itself a complex experiment to accomplish 7  since the 

stochasticity of situations within the culture could represent a trouble for success. Tools that allow 

to biologist to “get thinks back to track” during experiment or simply make PACE more 

independent of input configurations is critic for such business. 

On the scope of this work we first explored PACE as an “out-of-box” implementation, 

taking each feature and cell behavior as simple as possible. Then, above stringency techniques 

were incorporated to the simulator as Toxin and Antitoxin behavior. The target of both simulations 

is comparing both technics and extract from the results some conclusions on the robustness of 

PACE for in-vivo experiments. 

                                                 
 

6 His laboratory finally realized that the bigger the theophylline concentration was the quicker bad solutions 
where depleted. 
7 PACE was only successfully achieved in David Liu’s Laboratory. 
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CeCe simulator 

Overview 

CeCe simulator is an open source project written by Georgiev Laboratory [10], a group of 

engineer and biologist students. The project was successfully presented on 2015 iGEM [11] (The 

International Genetically Engineered Machine Competition) for which they built a 2D simulation 

environment that was able to display key processes that influence cell-cell signal transmission.  

Each cell is an independent shape that interacts with the environment and it is allowed of 

executing its own stochastic biochemical reactions. Each cell behaves as a stateful machine and 

they are capable to evolve through time. 

The software is written in standard C++ which confers it both efficiency and performance 

to execute with precision biology processes. Moreover, since C++ could represent a difficult 

language to pick up, python is enabled to implement dynamic parts as an easier scripting language. 

The simulator core owns virtually no functionality, but it enables the user to inject the 

desired features by plugins. These plugins are designed to be easily written by someone else and 

loaded on demand by a simulation file which means that unnecessary functionality would never 

be used. Thus, performance would not be penalized. 

Simulation is computed over a stepping engine. Each step is designed to execute each 

loaded plugin in an independent fashion. Two types of modules are provided during the simulation: 

a plugin itself is in charge of adding some global feature which can only be instantiated once. 

Meanwhile, objects are entities that are supposed to work independently and interact both with 

others and the environment. As plugins do, they can evolve through steps, but they provide a local 

functionality instead. 
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CeCe is written over the support of a physical engine so that simulations could be 

visualized somehow realistic. This engine is designed to implement games that generally use steps 

around 33 ms. However, the simulator converts them to allow the user to execute different iteration 

widths as an in-vivo experiment are slow and could take ours to get successful results so that 

evaluating this small step has no sense. 

According to visualization, OpenGL is used is used to display what is happening within 

the simulation. This software framework is meant to be fast so that an integrated GPU is enough 

to run it. Despite what is said on specifications, when representing big number of objects is 

demanding and performance is heavily penalized. Hence, implementing some process 

idealizations is mandatory to execute complex experiments. 

The software is packaged for all PC distribution as a set of artifacts that are easily installed 

on a computer. It incorporates a client interface that allow any user with no code experience to run 

a simulation which positions CeCe as an interesting tool for biologists. 

Support Features 

CeCe comes with a broad number of plugins that enable the user to accomplish complex 

simulations such as cells flowing through intricated chambers or communicating each other’s by 

chemicals. On this section we will revise briefly each one so that the reader can get a general idea 

on CeCe out-of-the-box capabilities8. 

Agglutination 

This plugin enables simulation object sticking. When two simulation objects collide, they 

might be bound together and after some time such bond is targeted to be released. This behavior 

                                                 
 

8 Only most interesting modules are reviewed below. 
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is ruled by bond definition where user is able to specify required molecules in both collided cells 

in order to create a bond. User indirectly defines probability of bond creation and destruction by 

specifying association and dissociation constants. 

The plugins allow the definition of following properties: 

Name Type Default Description 
ligand name - Name of the first molecule. 
receptor name - Name of the second molecule. 
association-constant float - Bond association constant. 
disassociation-constant float - Bond dissociation constant. 

  

This plugin was taken and improved as an initial prototype for the infection module since it 

structures a very simple protocol for attaching objects between each other. 

Cell-python 

As C++ is a complex language to implement features, this python interface is 

implemented to add access to the father cell plugin through Python scripts. 

Cell 

A simple Plugin which offers basic Cell lifecycle features such us growth, replication and 

death. 

A cell is defined under following configurable parameters: 

Property Type Default Description Example 

volume unit[m3] 100um3 Cell volume. 300um3 
volume-max unit[m3] 100um3 Maximum cell volume. 300um3 
growth-rate unit[m3/s] 0 Cell growth rate. 3um3/s 
saturation-
gfp 

unit[/m3] 20/um3 Number of "GFP" molecules required to have 
full green color. 

100/um3 

saturation-
rfp 

unit[/m3] 20/um3 Number of "RFP" molecules required to have 
full red color. 

100/um3 

saturation-
yfp 

unit[/m3] 20/um3 Number of "YFP" molecules required to have 
full yellow color. 

100/um3 

saturation-
cfp 

unit[/m3] 20/um3 Number of "CFP" molecules required to have 
full cyan color. 

100/um3 
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saturation-
bfp 

unit[/m3] 20/um3 Number of "BFP" molecules required to have 
full blue color. 

100/um3 

 

It also allows to define molecules within the cell that allow to interact with other cell type 

objects which allow it to extend its functionality: 

Property Type Default Description Example 

name string - Molecule name. GFP 
amount integer - Number of molecules. 300 

 

In our job we reengineered cell behavior and capabilities in order to perform PACE 

protocol (for instance, we implement phage assessment, death by toxin, cell and phage replication 

and so forth).  

Chemostat 

Creates a scene with predefined topology. 

Following parameters are configurable under a simulation file: 

Name Type Description 
pipe-top unit[m] Pipe distance from top. 
pipe-radius unit[m] Pipe radius. 
size vector[unit[m]] Chamber size. 

 

On our job we have extended this feature in order to increase flexibility for pipe 

distributions along the shape of the chamber. 

Cytometry 

Plugin' main module measures events (entry and exit) for objects within specified area. It 

is used for the cells to measure properties such as the stored molecules and then print them on a 

csv file. 

Following parameters are configurable: 
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Name Type Description 

position vector[unit[m]] Rectangle center position. 
size vector[unit[m]] Rectangle area size. 
layer string Visualization layer name. 
color color Rectanle area color. 

 

Diffusion and Diffusion-streamlines9 

The main module adds support for global diffusion in simulation. Diffusion is handled as 

separated signals that spread through the chamber and are able to be recognized by objects10. These 

signals are meant to have a fixed generation point to inject it and then diffusing according to a 

degradation rate11. 

Signal specification is managed by parameters below: 

Name Type Default Description 

name string - Signal name. 
diffusion-rate unit[m2/s] - Diffusion rate. 
degradation-rate unit[/s] 0/s Degradation rate. 
color color Predefined Signal color when the module is rendered. 
saturation unit[mol/m3] 1umol/um3 Defines concentration when signal color is 100%. 

 

Signal concentration could be tracked by attaching configuration with following 

information: 

Name Type Default Description Example 

filename string - Name of output file. 
 

active - - List of iteration when is module active. 1-10 20-50 59 70-73 
                                                 
 

9 This feature is interesting for running nutrient behavior which can condition cell growth and replication. 
10 Is not an out-of-the-box feature, but objects, such as cells, can be easily modified in order for them to 
accept such by interface. 
11 Much more interesting feature would be if these signals could be released by objects so that features such 
as Quorum Sensing could be implemented easily. 
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signals list[string] - List of exported signals. If not present (or 
empty) all signals are exported. 

 

obstacles boolean false If column with obstacle value is stored. 
 

 

Diffusion plugin is extended to support streamlines; therefore, such signals are enabled to 

travel according to computed streamlines. 

The plugin takes signal from diffusion module grid and move it according to velocity field 

from streamlines module.  

Object-generator and Object-streamlines-generator 

This module is in charge of generate type objects (such as cells) from a geometrical point 

on a predefined basis. However, objects are released but no streams could be defined to mimic 

inflow pipes. Alternative plugin to 'object-generator' is given which can use information from 

'streamlines' plugin like inlet flow rate and boundary positions. 

Properties are listed below: 

Name Type Description 
rate unit[#/s] Rate of object spawning. 
distribution vector[?] Vector of distributions with 2 parameters. Supported distributions 

are uniformand normal. 
active array[range[it]] List of ranges when is generator active. 
position vector[unit[um]] Center of spawning rectangle. Cannot be used with distribution. 
size vector[unit[um]] Size of spawning rectangle. Cannot be used with distribution. 

 

We have made use of this plugin to simulate selective inflow on PACE experiment. 

Obstacle and Obstacles-svg12 

Geometrical objects could be defined by a position vector. Such objects are meant to remain 

static through simulation. 

                                                 
 

12 This feature was slightly modified to seamlessly configure chamber topology. 
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However, for complex object distribution Obstacle-svg is released in order to load obstacle 

topology from SVG file. 

Python13 

Python support for dynamic programming. This plugin is conceived to code scripts directly 

on simulation file. Moreover, some python wrappers are implemented in order to access core 

properties such as simulation properties and basic variable conversion functions. 

Stochastic-reactions 

This module is mainly meant to work with diffusion plugin so that reactions between 

molecule complexes could be performed on simulation. It allows to specify reaction rules that are 

stochastically being executed inside the cell or in surrounding environment around the cell. 

For instance, one example of such reaction is described here.  

A > 1 > B; 
Each reaction has 2 sides, first side gets consumed and second gets added when the reaction 

occurs. This reaction changes molecule A to molecule B. In other words, when this reaction occurs, 

one molecule A gets subtracted and one molecule B gets added. 

Streamlines 

Module that simulate streamlines in whole scene. It uses Lattice Boltzman method to 

calculate velocities in simulation grid. Dynamic obstacles (i.e. objects) are affected by computed 

velocities. 

There are some limitations that come from Lattice Boltzman method. Maximum velocity 

is limited by grid size, time step and scene/world size. If the velocity is higher than this limit, it's 

                                                 
 

13 This plugin is also useful for implementing chamber initialization and prompt features that happen once 
on a certain time during simulation. 
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changed to the maximum otherwise the streamlines simulation crashes. Even though Lattice 

Boltzman method is powerful the proper parameter setting is hard. 
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Problem statement 

For running a PACE experiment, the biologist will have his pair of cells and phages. With 

respect to these cells, the biologist would know a few of the characteristics that drive the behavior 

and results of such experiment, for instance, bacterium doubling time and phage infection rate and 

eclipse time. However, they have limited knowledge with respect to the hardware setup and the 

influence it has on the experiment. Therefore, this complex situation tends to hinder the 

configuration of in-vivo essays which usually result unsuccessful. 

Hence, the purpose of this work is to help biologist to define which set of input parameters 

would result satisfactory since we are able to plug most of biological values into a simulator (CeCe) 

so that it enables them to oversee experiments under different test conditions. 

With such intention, we adapt and extend CeCe for running PACE, an open source 

simulator. Thus, biologists are enabled to oversee in-silico experiments under different test 

conditions. 

As for the fit of our work, we recommend focusing on configuring:  

 Input Parameters such us flow rate and MOI. 

 Hardware design: the effect of the type of flow for a particular design on the infection spread 

for a particular type of lagoon. 
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Solution and Results 

Assumptions 

As was mentioned on “PACE Principles” section, the simulation tries to represent what it 

happens on in-vivo experiment, under a 3D environment taken to 2D representation. 

Every simulation is different to each other as there are several stochastic fundamentals that 

drives it somehow (for instance, object distribution). 

According to hardware limitations we cannot simulate long times, that’s why we need to 

predict its behavior based on monitored figures. 

Mixed procedures within the chamber are not implemented. However, this feature is 

mimicked with complex chamber geometries. 

Probability of infection was not based on phage aptitude but on a probability set by user 

input. 

Model overview 

The experiment could be divided on mainly three phases: initialization, development and 

end point. 

 

Figure 4 Simulation Initialization 
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On Initialization phases we prefill the chamber with (a) certain number of elements within 

it and (b) and typed them according a relation between phages and bacteria known as MoI 

(Multiplicity of Infection14). The mixture is mixed homogeneously through the chamber according 

a random distribution all over the chamber. Once all elements are statically disposed, the inflow 

begins. We consider this point the start of next phase. 

 

Figure 5 Simulation Development 

Development is basically a stage with no external interaction.  All what is set on input 

simulation file is enough to let the system evolve. User oversees the process and is in charge of 

determine when the system ends. Overall, user will monitor phage-bacteria proportion and both 

bacteria and phage amount in the chamber. Simulation is consider finished if (I) chamber is 

emptied, (II) bacteria number overpass phage number considerably, (III) there are no bacteria in 

the chamber. We cannot stablish a fixed proportion for (II) to consider simulation ended as it 

depends on the dispersion of the objects and its agglomeration that allows newer infection to be 

performed. 

                                                 
 

14 We have provided a glossary at the end of this document in order to explain some typical concepts that 
are frequently repeated though the document. 
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Once the simulation is concluded, user has to plot the simulation figures printed through 

the simulation. Thus, user analyzes and interprets the result in order to assess if the same 

experiment configuration could succeed in-vivo. 

New features 

As part of this project CeCe is adapted and extended to implement PACE protocol. Extra 

features are described below. 

Chamber/lagoon definition 

Description 

A chamber/lagoon was implemented whose dimensions and pipes disposition are 

configurable by simulation file. It allows us to select the configuration of the pipes (whether we 

want the outlet on the same line as the inlet or one pipe on the top and the other on the bottom of 

it). 

 CeCe allows to import chamber shapes both by coordinates description or SVG image files. 

Some chamber examples are attached below. 

 

Figure 6 Simple two pipe chamber 
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Figure 7 Two pipe chamber with object distribution obstacles 

 

Figure 8 multi-inflow/outflow chamber for better object mixing 

Configuration 

a. Simple two pipe chamber 

<plugin name="bioreactor"  
    pipe-top="20um"  
    pipe-radius="5um"  
    size="80um"  
    visible="true"  
    isSymmetric="false"/>  

Figure 9 simple two piped non-symmetric bioreactor 

 name: module class name. 

 pipe-top: position of pipes from top. 

 pipe-radius: pipe width (radius). 

 size: chamber size. 
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 visible: whether the chamber is visible on simulation or not. 

 isSymetric: if input and output pipes are located on the same horizontal or not 

(like Figure 7) 

b. Complex lagoons by SVG import 

<plugin name="obstacles-svg"  
    filename="reactor.svg"  
    color="black" />  

Figure 10 code section for svg-type chamber topologies 

 name: module class name. 

 filename: path to svg file. 

 color: color user wants the chamber borders to be drawn on. 

Chamber initializer 

Description 

This feature is meant to fill the lagoon with objects on a homogeneous distribution on a 

random basis. It is inserted in the simulator as an independent piece of python code written onto 

de simulator. 
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Configuration 

<!-- Chamber initialization - Generate simulation objects at random 
places --> 
<init language="python"> 
<![CDATA[ 
import core 
import random 
def call(simulation): 
    objCount = int(simulation.getParameter("objcount")) 
    moi = float(simulation.getParameter("moi")) 
    ecoliCount = int(objCount * (1 - moi)) 
    m13Count = int(objCount * moi) 
    y_span = 75 
    x_span = 110 
    x_ranges = [-x_span+20, x_span-20] 
    y_ranges = [-y_span, y_span] 
    # Generate cell of E. Coli type 
    for i in xrange(1, ecoliCount): 
        ecoli = simulation.createObject("Ecoli") 
        x = random.uniform(x_ranges[0], x_ranges[1]) 
        y = random.uniform(y_ranges[0], y_ranges[1]) 
        ecoli.position = core.VectorPosition(x, y) 
    # Generate cell of Phage type 
    for i in xrange(1, m13Count): 
        m13 = simulation.createObject("M13") 
        x = random.uniform(x_ranges[0], x_ranges[1]) 
        y = random.uniform(y_ranges[0], y_ranges[1]) 
        m13.position = core.VectorPosition(x, y) 
]]> 
    </init>  

Figure 11 Python snippet for chamber filling at initialization 

15 

 objectcount: defined as a parameter outside of code snippet. Means the number of 

elements with which user want the chamber to be filled. 

                                                 
 

15 Note that this code only be working when defining E. coli Class a Phage Class with E. coli and M13 
names respectively in its definition on simulation file. 
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 moi: defined as a parameter outside of code snippet. Percentage of phages on 

objectcount. 

 y_span: half width of the defined chamber. 

 x_span: half height of the defined chamber.   

 x_ranges and y_ranges corrections: referring to number corrections in the 

formula, they are meant to avoid the objects touch the chamber borders. 

Chemostat/turbidostat implementation 

Description 

A chemostat/turbidostat was implemented which injects elements of multiple types (for 

instance E. coli, phages, etc.) at a prefixed rate.  

Moreover, it also implements object density control. The number of elements inside a 

chamber volume is controlled according to a PID regulator. This means that the object input rate 

could be adjusted through the simulation span according to its density in the chamber.  

The module enables the user to track the process by printing its statistics on an csv file 

(object density, PID signal, object counting).  

It is important to point that the configuration piece should be injected on the object 

definition section. That is why we will see an example of E. coli configuration with PID behavior 

on next section. 
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Configuration 

<object class="cell.Ecoli" 
 
    supervisedVolume="80um3"  
    steadyDensity="0.2" 
    pidKp="5"  
    pidKi="10"  
    pidKd="0"  
    pidMax="1000"  
    pidMin="0"  
 
    velocity="500um/s 0" volume="5um3"  
    position-min="-95 45" position-max="-95 55" 
    volume-max="6um3" growth-rate="10/s"  
    volume-bud-create="5.1um3" volume-bud-release="5.5um3"> 
</object>  

Figure 12 E. coli definition with PID regulation 

 supervisedVolume: chamber volume under control. 

 steadyDensity: object density setting point. 

 pidKp: proportional constant of PID controller. Amplifies PID output. 

 pidKi: integrative constant of PID controller. It controls smooth output changes 

according to past values. 

 pidKd: derivative constant of PID controller. It adapts output according to output 

tendency implementing an anticipatory control. 

 pidMax: maximum PID output. It helps managing huge inflows.  

 PidMin: minimum PID output. It helps managing non-inflow situations. 
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Escherichia Coli Object definition 

Description 

E. coli definition was meant to host phage infection. Basically, it was conceived as a 

simplification of real E. coli like a sphere that grows through the simulation. Moreover, once the 

bacterium is big enough, it is allowed replicate by splitting into to individuals. 

According to infection capabilities, following points must be kept in mind: 

 Bacteria destruction is not implemented when phage reproduction. 

 Bacteria starts generating Red Fluorescence Protein to display an infection has occurred. 

 Bacteria slow its growth rate when infected. 

 Once an infected bacterium is big enough to split, the siblings inherits the infection 

properties. 

Configuration 

<type name="Ecoli" type="cell.Ecoli"  
    volume="1.5um3" 
    volume-max="3um3" growth-rate="0.09um3/s"  
    growth-penalty-rate="0.03um3/s"  
    volume-bud-create="2.1um3" volume-bud-release="2.5um3"> 
</type>  

Figure 13 Code snippet for configuring E. coli object type 

Parameter list:  

 name: used as a code reference, an alias. 

 type: system class name. 

 volume: initial volume given at simulation start or bud releasing. 

 volume-max: maximum volume a cell can reach. 

 growth-rate: cell volume delta incrementation each second. 
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 growth-penalty-rate: once bacteria is infected, it represents the ballasted growth rate as 

a penalty to support the phage. It’s remarkable to know that growth-rate must be always 

greater than growth-penalty-rate.  

 volume-bud-create: the volume at when the bud starts emerging. 

 volume-bud-release: the volume at when the bud is released as an independent E. coli. 

Phage (M13) object definition 

Description 

In our first approach we tried to keep things simple. Phage was conceived a sphere which 

fitness is calculated beforehand. That is why we considered that there are just good phages and 

bad ones that were inserted at initialization.  

Phage managed fitness by their own according to some values that were set on simulation 

file. Fitness behavior was set at random by following a linear distribution according following 

image: 

 

Figure 14 simple fitness distribution 

Good-fitness-proportion fixes on simulation the probability to release good phages 

following a Bernoulli distribution. Fitness-solution is defined as the ideal fitness a phage could 

take so that other values can be calculated as a reference.  
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When the system determines a “good phage” has to be released, a random value between 

 is calculated according a linear distribution with equal 

probability for each value in range. However, when a bad phage is built, the system gives him a 

value according to .  

Being purist, above equation has nothing to do with fitness. Fitness is known as the phage 

aptitude to infect a bacterium. Therefore, fitness actually is the distance between the fitness setting 

point (fitness-solution parameter) and the actual assigned value. It is calculated as follows 

 

Search time is implemented as the delay from a phage being created or released to 

becoming infectious. Once they are ready to perform infection they turn to green by loading green 

fluorescent proteins. 

Reproduction behavior is also implemented on phage definition. However, this feature is 

only triggered by E. coli inside infection routine. Phages are in charge of generating an identical 

set of descendants. 
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ViewPtr<plugin::cell::Phage> Phage::replicate() 
{ 
    auto child = getSimulation().createObject((String)getTypeName()); 
 
    auto phageChild = static_cast<plugin::cell::Phage*>(child.get()); 
 
    // Calculate bud position 
    const auto angle = getRotation(); 
    const auto offset = units::PositionVector(Zero, calcRadius(getVol-
ume()) + calcRadius(getVolumeBud())).rotated(-getAngleBud()); 
    const auto omega = getAngularVelocity(); 
    const auto center = getMassCenterPosition(); 
 
    // Change phage velocity 
    if (omega != Zero) 
    { 
        setVelocity(getVelocity() + cross(omega, getPosition() - cen-
ter)); 
        setAngularVelocity(omega); 
    } 
 
    // Get current position 
    const auto posChild = getPosition() + offset.rotated(angle); 
    const auto velocityBud = getVelocity() + cross(omega, getWorldPosi-
tion(offset) - center); 
 
    //Transmit phage properties 
    phageChild->setFitness(getFitness()); 
    phageChild->setVolume(getVolume()); 
    phageChild->setGoodFitnessValue(getGoodFitnessValue()); 
 
    phageChild->setChild(); 
    phageChild->setSearchTime(getSearchTime()); 
    phageChild->disableInfection(); 
    phageChild->setPosition(posChild); 
    phageChild->updateShape(); 
    phageChild->setLifeTime(Zero); 
    phageChild->setVelocity(velocityBud); 
    return phageChild; 
}  

Figure 15 Phage reproduction code snippet 

As a part of reproduction procedure, simple mutation behavior is also implemented. Each 

time a phage is targeted to generate an offspring, the system evaluates the possibility of performing 
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a mutation on father’s fitness property 16 . Mutation is configured according to a Bernoulli 

distribution set on mutation_probability parameter. Thus, phage fitness is recalculated as follows: 

. 

Configuration 

<type name="M13" type="cell.Phage"  
    volume="0.5um3" 
    good-fitness-proportion="0.01"  
    fitness-solution="20" 
    fitness-solution-delta="3" 
    fitness-distance="10"  
    fitness-distance-delta="5" 
    mutation-probability="0.8" 
    mutation-amplitude="4" 
    search-time="900s"> 
</type>       

Figure 16 old phage definition section. 17 

 name: used as a code reference, an alias. 

 type: system class name. 

 volume: the size of phage.  

 good-fitness-proportion: percentage of good phages that will be inserted during the 

simulation. 

 fitness-solution: best fitness value a phage can take. 

 fitness-solution-delta: value range from a good phage could receive a fitness value.  

 fitness-distance: fitness increment for bad phages. 

 fitness-distance-delta: value range from a bad phage could receive a fitness value.  

                                                 
 

16 On “Alternatives and Improvements: Simulating PACE with toxin – antitoxin behavior” 
section we enhance this feature according to new phage definition. 

17 This way of defining phages is obsolete. For more robust definition see section “Simulating 
PACE with toxin – antitoxin behavior” 
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 mutation-probability: probability of performing a mutation each simulation iteration. 

 mutation-amplitude: maximum drift from a phage fitness value that can be performed 

during a mutation. 

 Search-time: delay for the phages to become infectious. 

Infection plugin 

Description 

The most important and complex part of the work. It manages how both E. coli and Phages 

interact between them. On an overview it handles: 

 Objects joint: according to phage fitness it calculates phage aptitude to infect an E. coli. 

 Phage offspring: once a joint is performed, it calculates how big would be the phage 

offspring. Phage inheritance is implemented in phage class. 

 Eclipse time: after an infection is performed, phage reproduction is not enabled until 

some time has passed. It controls this time for each infection. 

 Phage reproduction: it manages when a phage offspring should be released. 

 Reporting: it generates a report on what is happening during simulation. 

Objects Joint 

The system is capable of be aware on when two objects has contacted. This behavior is 

implemented by injecting infection module on some event listeners that are available on PACE. 

Once a contact is detected, the plugin will check the types of the objects involved as 

follows: 
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void Module::onContact(object::Object& o1, object::Object& o2) 
{ 
    auto type1 = o1.getTypeName(); 
    auto type2 = o2.getTypeName(); 
 
    for (unsigned int i = 0; i < m_bonds.size(); i++) 
        { 
            //Checking if the simulation definition allows the bond 
            auto typePathogen = m_bonds[i].pathogen; 
            auto typeHost = m_bonds[i].host; 
            auto eclipseTime = m_bonds[i].eclipseTime; 
            auto ppr = m_bonds[i].ppr; 
 
            //Checking object 1 type 
            auto is1Pathogen = false; 
            if (type1 == typePathogen) 
            { 
                is1Pathogen = true; 
 
            } else 
            { 
                if (type1 != typeHost) 
                    continue; //the object ain't pathogen nor host 
            } 
 
            //Checking object 2 type 
            auto is2Host = false; 
            if (type2 == typeHost) 
            { 
                is2Host = true; 
 
            } else 
            { 
                if (type2 != typePathogen) 
                    continue; //the object ain't pathogen nor host 
            } 
 
            //Checking if both are the same type 
            if(is1Pathogen != is2Host) 
                continue; 
         
            //Cell type casting 
            auto host = is2Host ? 
                    static_cast<plugin::cell::CellBase*>(&o2) : 
                    static_cast<plugin::cell::CellBase*>(&o1);  

Figure 17 source code section for "oncontact" feature. 

After ensuring that one phage has contacted an E. coli, the plugin evaluates: 
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 E. coli is not already infected 

 Probability of infection allows the infection to become established. 

 Whether the phage is infective18. 

            if (associationDistribution(g_gen) && !host->isInfected()) 
            { 
                auto phage = is1Pathogen ? 
                        static_cast<plugin::cell::Phage*>(&o1) : 
                        static_cast<plugin::cell::Phage*>(&o2); 
 
                //Check if search time is reached 
                if (!phage->IsInfective()) 
                    return;  

Figure 18 source code section which handles infection law 

Phage offspring 

In order to avoid simulator crashes due to parallel contacts at the same time, we disable the 

involved objects to perform brand new infections.  

                host->setInfected(true); 
                phage->disableInfection(); 
                 
                auto singlePhageProductionRate =  
                CalculeSinglePhageProductionRate( 
                    phage->getFitnessDistance(), 
                    m_bonds[i].maxOffspring, 
                    ppr 
                ); 
 
                if (singlePhageProductionRate == Zero) 
                { 
                    host->setInfected(false); 
                    phage->disableInfection(); 
                    return; 
                }  

Figure 19 source code for contacted objects check after contact 

                                                 
 

18 According to search time feature implemented on phage class. 
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Then, the plugin calculates the offspring for the phage according to its fitness. If the fitness 

is not good enough to perform an offspring, we end up disabling these two objects from get 

involved in new infection.19 

Once all is checked, we queue the couple to establish a bond. Moreover, we slow E. coli 

Growth since supporting a phage ballasts its development. 

//Generate bond 
//Ensure that the first object is the host 
if(is1Pathogen) 
{ 
    Log::debug("Joined: ", o2.getId(), ", ", o1.getId()); 
    m_bindings.push_back(JointDef{&o2, &o1, singlePhageProductionRate}); 
     
    //Once a host is infected, it slows the rate it grows 
    auto updatedGrowthRate = host->getCurrentGrowthRate() - host-
>getGrowthPenaltyRate(); 
    if(!updatedGrowthRate <= 0) 
    host->setCurrentGrowthRate(updatedGrowthRate); 
    return; 
} 
else 
{ 
    Log::debug("Joined: ", o1.getId(), ", ", o2.getId()); 
    m_bindings.push_back(JointDef{&o1, &o2, singlePhageProductionRate}); 
 
    //Once a host is infected, it slows the rate it grows 
    auto updatedGrowthRate = host->getCurrentGrowthRate() - host-
>getGrowthPenaltyRate(); 
    if(!updatedGrowthRate <= 0) 
    host->setCurrentGrowthRate(updatedGrowthRate); 
    return; 
}  

Figure 20 source code which records a successful infection 

Eclipse time 

On each iteration, the system checks the queued successful infections that were 

performed.  

                                                 
 

19 This is implemented just in terms of improving performance. 
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void Module::update() 
{ 
    auto _ = measure_time("infection", 
simulator::TimeMeasurement(getSimulation())); 
    m_step = 
getSimulation().getIteration()*getSimulation().getTimeStep(); 
 
    //perform info printing each time a new pathogen is released 
    printSimulationInfo("Ecoli", trackedPathogen); 
 
    // Foreach pending bindings 
    for (auto& p : m_bindings) 
    { 
        auto phage = static_cast<plugin::cell::Phage*>(p.o2.get()); 
        auto data = makeUnique<BoundData>(); 
 
        data->module = this; 
        data->singlePhageProductionRate = p.singlePhageProductionRate; 
        phage->setTimeToRelease(data->singlePhageProductionRate); 
 
        p.o1->createBound(*p.o2, std::move(data)); //o1 -> host, o2-
>pathogen. Thus bonded object is always pathogen 
    } 
    m_bindings.clear();  

Figure 21 source code which normalizes registered infections each simulator iteration. 

It calculates the periodicity for generating new phages and consolidates de bond. Instead 

of releasing the set of phages once in a time, the simulator will release then in a constant basis 

according to Phage Production Rate assigned for the fitness of the phage involved. Thus, the better 

fitness, the more phages will be released. This way of implementing reproduction improved the 

stability and performance of the simulator20. 

                                                 
 

20 This method was called on previous section, but we decided to explain it here in order to keep 
functionality structured. 
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units::Time Module::CalculeSinglePhageProductionRate(RealType 
phageFitness, int maxOffspring, units::Time ppr) 
{ 
    int offspring = 0; 
    units::Time result = Zero; 
 
    auto phageAptitud = 1.0/phageFitness; 
 
    if(phageAptitud != std::numeric_limits<double>::infinity()) 
    { 
        double offspringBandwidth = 1.0/(double)maxOffspring; 
        offspring = phageAptitud/offspringBandwidth; 
    } 
    else // If Distance equals 0 then the offspring is exactly the 
fitness target 
    { 
        offspring = maxOffspring; 
    } 
 
    result = offspring == 0 ? 
        Zero : 
        ppr/offspring; 
 
    return result; 
}  

Figure 22 source code which calculates the number of phages that would be released to the culture. 

Phage reproduction 

As the infection is considered attached to the host (E. coli) and they are in great minority 

considering the huge number of phages, we iterate on every object typed as E. coli looking for 

bonds. Once a bond is retrieved, it checks if there is need to perform any phage reproduction21. 

                                                 
 

21 We need to implement a Guard in order to avoid reproducing phages that were targeted to be 
destroyed. We will extend this topic on limitation section. 
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// Foreach objects. Look for host minimizes the calcules 
for (auto& object : getSimulation().getObjects("Ecoli")) 
{ 
    auto cell = static_cast<object::Object*>(object.get()); 
    for (const auto& bound : cell->getBounds()) 
    { 
        if (bound.data == nullptr) 
            continue; 
 
        const auto data = static_cast<const 
BoundData*>(bound.data.get()); 
 
        if (data->guard != '@') 
            continue; 
 
        auto phage = 
static_cast<plugin::cell::Phage*>(bound.object.get()); 
 
        //Perform offspring 
        auto currentTimeToRelease = phage->getTimeToRelease() - 
getSimulation().getTimeStep(); 
        phage->setTimeToRelease(currentTimeToRelease); 
        bool releaseOffspring = phage->getTimeToRelease() <= Zero; 
        if (releaseOffspring) 
        { 
            CECE_ASSERT(bound.object); 
 
            //Guard that prevent from crashing 
            auto pos = phage->getPosition(); 
            auto world = getSimulation().getWorldSize(); 
            auto phageX = pos.getX(); 
            auto phageY = pos.getY(); 
            auto worldX = world.getX()/2 -units::Length(20); 
            auto worldY = world.getY()/2 -units::Length(20); 
             
            if((phageX >= worldX || phageX <= -worldX) && phageY >= 
worldY) 
            { 
                cell->removeBound(*bound.object); 
                auto ecoli = static_cast<plugin::cell::Ecoli*>(cell); 
                ecoli->addMolecules("RFP", 10000); 
                continue; 
            } 
 
            int queue = std::abs(data->singlePhageProductionRate / 
getSimulation().getTimeStep()); 
            phage->queueForReplication(queue); 
 
            phage->setTimeToRelease(data->singlePhageProductionRate);  
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Figure 23 source code which handles phage production after a successful infection is successfully performed. 

Reporting 

Each update iteration the system registers some important parameters that allow us to track 

what is happening inside the chamber. There is no explicit interest on how the system retrieves and 

prints the data. Nevertheless, reader can find below the parameters that are displayed on 

reporting22: 

 simulationMinute: instant of the sample in minutes. 

 pathogenCount: number of phage objects that are in the chamber at this precise instant. 

 fitnessAverage: average of all phage fitness. 

 fitnessDistanceAverage: it allows us to track if fitness is converging to the target. 

 goodPathogenRatio: it measures how many phages are considered as “good” according 

to phage fitness configuration parameters. 

 goodChildrenRatio: it tracks phage progeny and indicates how good is offspring. 

 averageHostResidenceTime: it measures the average time for an E. coli enclosed in the 

chamber. As for PACE experiment, we want to minimize the time an infected bacterium 

remains in the chamber.  

 averagePathogenResidenceTime: it measures the average time a phage remains in the 

chamber. It helps us to know if the inflow is intense enough to allow infection and 

phage survival. 

                                                 
 

22 These parameters are the input for the plots we attach on Results section. 
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Configuration 

<module name="infection"  
 info-file-path="/Users/Gus/Desktop/infection-output/simTest.csv"  
 print-interval="1"  
 tracked-pathogen="M13"> 
    <bond pathogen="M13"  
            host="Ecoli"  
            probability-of-infection="0.2"  
            max-offspring="7"  
            eclipse-time="0s" 
            ppr="1s"/> 
    </module>  

Figure 24 configuration section for simulation data output. 

 name: module class name. 

 info-file-path: path to print reporting file. 

 print-interval: printing step width (In minutes) 

 tracked-pathogen: defined name for a phage class object on configuration file user 

want to be tracked on reporting feature. 

 pathogen: defined name for a phage class object on configuration file 

 host: defined name for a bacterium (E. coli) class object on configuration file 

 probability-of-infection: setting point of Bernoulli distribution for probability of 

infection.  

 max-offspring: max number of phages that a successful infection could release when 

phage fitness is close to target. 

 eclipse-time: delay time for phage to be enabled after a successful infection. 

 ppr: time step with for releasing phage offspring. 
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Simulation file structure and definition 

Following image will display an example of simulation configuration. The images are 

documented with comments on file: 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes" ?> 
<!-- Simulation definition --> 
<simulation world-size="220um 200um" dt="1s" background="white" length-
coefficient="1e-1"> 
 
    <parameter name="objcount" value="10000" /> 
    <parameter name="moi" value="0.998" /> 
 
    <plugin name="python" /> 
    <plugin name="cell" /> 
    <plugin name="object-generator" /> 
    <plugin name="streamlines" /> 
    <plugin name="infection" /> 
     <!-- 
        Plugin loads SVG file and create obstacles from it. 
        Path is taken as relative from simulation directory. 
    --> 
    <plugin name="obstacles-svg" filename="reactor.svg" color="black" /> 
     
     
    <!-- Define visualization layers --> 
    <visualization enabled="true"> 
        <layer name="velocity" key="V" /> 
        <layer name="density" key="B" /> 
        <layer name="physics" key="D" /> 
        <layer name="fluid" key="N" /> 
    </visualization>  
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   <!-- Define types that will be used in simulation --> 
        <type name="Ecoli" type="cell.Ecoli"  
        volume="1.5um3" 
        volume-max="3um3" growth-rate="0.09um3/s" growth-penalty-
rate="0.03um3/s"  
        volume-bud-create="2.1um3" volume-bud-release="2.5um3"> 
        </type> 
        <type name="M13" type="cell.Phage"  
        volume="0.5um3" 
        good-fitness-proportion="0.01"  
        fitness-solution="20" 
        fitness-solution-delta="3" 
        fitness-distance="10"  
        fitness-distance-delta="5" 
        search-time="30s"> 
        <mutation time="0s" probability="0.2" amplitude="5"/> 
        <mutation time="300s" probability="0.5" amplitude="2"/> 
        <mutation time="600s" probability="0.7" amplitude="1"/> 
        </type>  
       
    <!-- Chamber initialization - Generate simulation objects at random 
places --> 
    <init language="python"> 
<![CDATA[ 
import core 
import random 
def call(simulation): 
    objCount = int(simulation.getParameter("objcount")) 
    moi = float(simulation.getParameter("moi")) 
    ecoliCount = int(objCount * (1 - moi)) 
    m13Count = int(objCount * moi) 
    y_span = 75 
    x_span = 110 
    x_ranges = [-x_span+20, x_span-20] 
    y_ranges = [-y_span, y_span] 
    # Generate cell of E. Coli type 
    for i in xrange(1, ecoliCount): 
        ecoli = simulation.createObject("Ecoli") 
        x = random.uniform(x_ranges[0], x_ranges[1]) 
        y = random.uniform(y_ranges[0], y_ranges[1]) 
        ecoli.position = core.VectorPosition(x, y) 
    # Generate cell of Phage type 
    for i in xrange(1, m13Count): 
        m13 = simulation.createObject("M13") 
        x = random.uniform(x_ranges[0], x_ranges[1]) 
        y = random.uniform(y_ranges[0], y_ranges[1]) 
        m13.position = core.VectorPosition(x, y) 
]]> 
    </init>  
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    <!-- Constant inflow of fresh Ecoli --> 
      <module name="object-generator"> 
        <object class="Ecoli" velocity="0um/s 500um/s" rate="0.01/s" 
        position-min="-5 30" position-max="10 30"/> 
      </module>  
     
    <!-- Selective inflow --> 
    <module name="streamlines" char-length="25" init-iterations="1000" 
number-nodes="25"  
    dynamic="false" inlet-velocity="1.3um/s" layout="inlet outlet inlet 
outlet" 
    tau="1.3" 
    layer-magnitude="velocity" layer-density="density" layer-
dynamics="fluid"/> 
     
     
    <!-- Parameters that handle infection behavior --> 
     
    <module name="infection" info-file-
path="/Users/Gus/Desktop/infection-output/simTest.csv" print-interval="1" 
tracked-pathogen="M13"> 
    <bond pathogen="M13"  
            host="Ecoli"  
            probability-of-infection="0.2"  
            max-offspring="7"  
            eclipse-time="0s" 
            ppr="1s"/> 
            </module> 
</simulation>  

Figure 25 example of simulation configuration file. 

Results 

The target of this experiment was understanding the effect of MOI variations on different 

simulations. This way we were allowed to assess whether according to the assumptions and 

idealizations we have stablished to run PACE, CeCe was an eligible simulator for such business. 

According to this project span, average configuration values were taken, and slight MOI variations 

were performed. 
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We do insist on explaining that this first step supposed for us a checkpoint to watch, study 

and analyze which were the real difficulties for PACE. Thus, we would try to understand which 

improvements were needed to focus on, according to the actual challenges PACE represents to 

biologist on in-vivo experiments. 

For the completion of this section, notice that no only one simulation was performed to get such 

conclusions. Nevertheless, we have repeated the same experiment under same condition in order 

to extract the average behavior of PACE for different object density23.  

On each experiment, we fundamentally studied the results at steady point in order to try to 

understand which its tending behavior. In some cases, we thought it was interesting to comment 

some points at stationary regime in order to support conclusions at steady points. 

All the results presented below are simulated against the same chamber configuration, 

according to its geometry and pipe distribution. Such configuration was reached after several 

simulation which took us to understand that introducing shapes as obstacles within the lagoon 

helped us to properly mix the culture since no better mixing feature is allowed to be implemented 

over CeCe24. 

                                                 
 

23 Notice that both PACE and CeCe experiment was resulted to be actually stochastic since there were 
essays were same configurations, depending on the initial distribution of the objects and how objects were 
pushed on the chamber, the results could totally vary.  
24 It is incompatible with streamlines module which manage inflow behavior. 
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Figure 26 example of a simulation. 

Object configuration (E. coli and Phage behavior) was the same for all runs: 

Type Property Value  
General Number of initial objects 3000  

Dynamics Inlet Velocity 15 um/s  

E. coli 

Fresh E. coli Input Rate 0.5/min  
E. coli division Rate 40 mins  
E. coli reproduction penalty 
rate 20 mins  

Phage 

Probability of infection 20%  

Percentage of Good Phages 1% 

This value is important for 
chamber initialization. According 
to a random distribution, the 1% 
of phages will be assigned to a far 
Transcription Factor from 
Promoters library. Therefore, a 
great Toxin amount will be stored 
in them. 

Probability of mutation 50%  

Infection 
Max. PPR 7 phages Maximum number of phages that 

could be released each minute. 

Search time 30 mins Delay a phage would become 
infective after its birth. 

 

Example 1: MOI 99% 

These are the plots we achieve after simulation under above conditions: 
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Phage Count 

 

Figure 27 phage count plot where is registered the number of phage objects through simulation. 

Percentage of Good Pathogen 

 

Figure 28 percentage of good phages plot which registers the number of phages with good fitness through 
simulation. 
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Phage Fitness Average 

 

Figure 29 phage fitness average plot which registers the evolution of phage fitness through simulation span. 

Conclusions  

Stability point: virtually all content of the lagoon was washed out. The permanent regime 

remained swinging around 500 phages where just the 4% of them could be considered as good 

solutions. Despite this small of “success phages” could drive us to think that the experiment could 

end converging at higher times, “Phage Fitness Average” plot announces that they are actually far 

from the ideal solution. Therefore, such tendency led us to think that there is no probability to 

achieve a successful result using this object density configuration. Thus, this experiment was 

considered failed.  

This conclusion was supported by values taken at 10 simulation hours. Even though the percentage 

of good phages (according to Percentage of Good Pathogen plot) was the highest on simulation, 

the phage fitness average was too far from optimal values (notice that this point got stuck through 

time). From 10 hours on, new successful infections were performed, and phage number increased 

but that did not mean to improve offspring quality. 
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Example 2: MOI 97% 

These are the plots we achieve after simulation under above conditions: 

Phage Count 

 

Figure 30 phage count plot where is registered the number of phage objects through simulation. 

Percentage of Good Pathogen 

 

Figure 31 percentage of good phages plot which registers the number of phages with good fitness through 
simulation. 
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Phage Fitness Average 

 

Figure 32 phage fitness average plot which registers the evolution of phage fitness through simulation span. 

Conclusions 

These plots seem to represent a successful experiment in terms of phage survival. This 

conclusion is supported by the steady point values as after 13 hours of simulation the number of 

phages increase through time reaching higher numbers than initial set up. However, even though 

fitness average got stuck on 24 (only 4 points far from fitness target), the percentage of good 

pathogen tendency started to decrease, which could represent that the system has found a local 

solution. 
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 Example 3: MOI 95% 

Phage Count 

 

Figure 33 phage count plot where is registered the number of phage objects through simulation. 

Percentage of Good Pathogen 

 

Figure 34 percentage of good phages plot which registers the number of phages with good fitness through 
simulation. 
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Phage Fitness Average 

 

Figure 35 phage fitness average plot which registers the evolution of phage fitness through simulation span. 

Conclusion 

Despite of what could be though ab initio, higher E. coli percentage at initialization does 

not lead to better conclusions. This simulation results were included in order to show the 

stochasticity of the experiment, one of the key points we would try to solve with next 

improvements25. We think this behavior means that lower MOI values extend searching area and 

therefore worse phages are accepted instead, ballasting phage aptitude and thus their survival. Due 

to this fact, offspring is not good enough to allow phage survival since PPR is always under the 

optima rate (7 phages per generation for target fitness). 

Above conclusions were supported by following statements: 

- According to first hour plots, higher MOI only helped phage replication as 

worse phages were accepted. Values after this point mean that a fitness of 25 is 

                                                 
 

25 Toxin and antitoxin behavior.  
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not enough for the system to survive to selective inflow as offspring rate does 

not balance washout rate. 

- At steady point, lower Number of Phages than expected was found. 

- Percentage of good phages were too low, only 5% of total phage amount. 

- Fitness Average actually far from set-point which does not support the idea that 

a recovery could happen at future simulation times. 

Overall Conclusions 

The results got us to know that such protocol was actually complex to manage as the 

stochasticity of the experiments ended by get failing results with same configuration. Attending to 

this situation, we were compelled to implement complex protocols to both enforce and help PACE 

to get out from “local minimums” or give it a boost to accept “bad solutions” to run away from 

washout when new infections were hard to be performed. PID does not help for such purpose as 

fresh phages were too far from the concentrated culture. If suddenly the simulation started to 

improve statistics, it would probably mean that the process could be restarted by income objects. 

We could be favoring to hide noisy (or too wavy) permanent state rather than introducing fresh 

phages for support older individuals, which probably were washed out from the chamber by the 

time new ones reached them. 

Under this situation, we thought that toxin and antitoxin behavior challenged PACE to 

become an alternative to positive and negative selection technics.  

On the other hand, we do not believe that such simplifications (like fitness calculus based 

on ranges) were enough to achieve realistic results. That was the reason why we enhanced both 

phage and bacterium modules to manage fitness assignment and phage offspring based on RNAP 
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activity success and therefore GIII activation and pIII production. Mutagenesis feature was also 

adapted for such purpose. 

Moreover, according to stochasticity enlightened by last experiment, we believe that such protocol 

could help the system to become more explorative at initial times, when bad solutions has to be 

accepted to avoid early chamber washout. However, narrowing search space when a local 

minimum was found could turned out to be handy since fitness values need to be boosted when 

close to steady state. 

Alternatives and Improvements 

Simulating PACE with toxin – antitoxin behavior  

Motivation 

Through the observations from the results presented above, we considered that system was 

lacking performance and that there was room to invest on proposing further improvements to 

PACE. Moreover, the above implementation simplifies too much the actual PACE behavior and 

we thought that the results could be leading us to bad conclusions.  

Notice that the purpose of this experiment is not to identify the proper setting point to get 

the best results on an in-vivo experiment but exploring other handy control technics that help to 

enhance probabilities of better experiments. 

Overview 

As it was mentioned on motivation section, two main points drove us to extend previous 

PACE implementation: (1) PACE simplified model was actually far from what was described by 

David Liu’s papers and, (2) all run simulations seemed to show up a tendency to washout and bad 

performance. 
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In order to accomplish (1), we decide to strictly model probability of infection based on 

the amount of pIII generated through iterations26. Thus, the fitness of the phage is implemented 

according to designed Transcription Factor and Promoter libraries. Their fitting27 conditions the 

activation of GIII which rules the vigor of pIII production. 

Regarding to (2), we decided to implement a negative selection protocol, a method that 

help us to discard bad solution through simulation. On Toxin-Antitoxin behavior, phage fitness is 

calculated after one infection takes place. If a bad infection is performed lower amounts of both 

pIII and Antitoxin would be generated. However, high Toxin levels would be produced what could 

lead to E. coli death (if it is not balanced by Antitoxin). If the bacterium survives, phage offspring 

would carry a small amount of pIII which probably disable them to infect new hosts.  

Moreover, as we forecasted that negative selection could wipe E. coli out from the chamber as 

simulation progress, we provided a mutation module which influence varies along time. Thanks to 

this behavior, we enable the system to both start running by accepting bad solutions on early times 

and become more explorative at higher times when the simulation strives to converge. 

Assumptions  

1. Probability of Infection is implemented proportional to pIII amount stored on phages. 

2. The stored pIII on phages is calculated when an infection occurs. Such quantity is 

propagated through offspring. 

3. gIII activation and therefore pIII generation is based on fitness once a successful infection 

is performed. 

                                                 
 

26 pIII is mandatory to enable phage to infect bacterium. This molecule is stored on offspring 
phages and it is conditioned by the aptitude of the “father phage” which previously infected the E. coli. 

27 Understood as the distance between the value taken by a phage from the Transcription Factor 
Library and the value taken by bacterium from the Promoter library. 
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4. Both Transcription Factor and Promoter libraries are implemented as an integer range of 

values. 

5. The fitness for a given infective phage is calculated based on the proximity between 

involved phage Transcription Factor and E. coli Promoter values on infection. 

6. Phage offspring is calculated proportionally to fitness results, according to a predefined 

phage release rate maximum. 

7. Mutation signals releasement is based on user defined mutation stretched configured along 

different points of time. 

8. Mutation event occurs according to probability of mutation (also defined by user). 

9. Mutation virulence based on incremental drift (negative or positive according on Bernoulli 

distribution) defined for each time stretch. 

10. Antitoxin generation is proportional to fitness according to a maximum value set by user 

input. It is calculated after an infection occurs. 

11. Cell death configured by the balance between toxin (carried by infective phage) and 

generated antitoxin. 

12. Bacteria growth rate is proportional to the difference between toxin and antitoxin amounts. 

13. Following generation of phages will carry a fresh toxin amount, calculated its parent 

infection took place. 

14. Toxin generation is inv. proportional to fitness according to a maximum set by user input. 

It is calculated after an infection took place. 

15. Toxin amount is propagated to phage offspring. 

16. Only fresh E. coli is injected to the culture during simulation. No new phage objects are 

added to the chamber. 
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Description of the feature 

Input parameters 

Description Parameter Units Affected 
Module 

Default 
value 

Observations 

Minimum 
Transcription 
Factor a Bacteria 
could take 

TFmin Integer Bacteria (E. 
coli) 

0  

Maximum 
Transcription 
Factor a Bacteria 
could take 

TFmax Integer Bacteria (E. 
coli) 

0  

The amount of 
Toxin a phage could 
carry.  

QTx, max Integer Phage (M13) 0 QT values will be taken 
within range  
[0, QT, max] 

Maximum number 
of phages infected 
bacteria could 
release 

QOff, max Phages/min Phage (M13) 0  

 

Glossary 

Description Parameter Units Affected 
Module 

Defined by 
(*) 

Algorithm 

Phage Fitness F Double 
(Decimal) 

Infection System Value within [0, 1] as 
a function of the 
difference between a 
Transcription factor 
and a Promoter 
involved in infection 

Promoter Library PLib Integer Bacteria 
(E. coli) 

User Input N/A 

Assigned Promoter to a 
Bacteria 

P Integer Bacteria 
(E. coli) 

System Random value within 
PLib 

The assigned 
Transcription Factor to a 
Phage 

TF Integer Phage 
(M13) 

System Inherited from parents 
on offspring 

Maximum delta a 
Transcription Factor 
value could take from a 
given Promoter 

Dmax Integer Phage 
(M13) 

User Input N/A 
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Description Parameter Units Affected 
Module 

Defined by 
(*) 

Algorithm 

The amount of toxin a 
phage carries 

QTx Integer Phage 
(M13) 

System Values will be taken 
in range  
[0, QT, max] on 
simulator 
initialization 

The amount of antitoxin a 
Promoter expresses in 
each Bacteria 

QAt Integer Bacteria 
(E. coli) 

System A function of F and 
QT, max 

The amount of gIII 
protein a given Phage 
carries because of parent 
fitness. On simulation it 
represents the probability 
of infection of a single 
Phage 

QgIII Percentage Phage 
(M13) 

System A function of F 

Maximum number of 
phages infected bacteria 
could release 

QOff, max Phages/min Phage 
(M13) 

User Input N/A 

Assigned number of 
phages a Bacteria releases 
after a successful 
infection is performed. It 
depends on the fitness of 
the infective phage 

TOffspring 
[TOff] 

Phages/min Phage 
(M13) 

System A value within range 
[0, QOff, max] as a 
function of F 

Toxin penalty rate. The 
penalty that is introduced 
to the bacteria when a 
non-successful infection 
is performed. We 
consider some bacteria 
dies due to a toxin when 
its amount implies a Zero 
Bacteria growth rate or 
below 

TPR Double 
(Decimal) 

Phage 
(M13) 

System Function of the 
difference between 
QTx and QAt 

(*) Consider when “User Input” that the system defines its value directly from the values filled on the simulation file. 

When “System” found, the system itself will get a value after evaluating an algorithm. 

Diagrams 

The following diagram tries to represent an overview of the infection module driven by 

toxin-antitoxin behavior. 
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Figure 36 grafcet which represents the workflow of an infection, from the point a phage and a E. coli contact to a 
given host starts releasing new phages to the culture. 

Further details 

The system is modeled by a set of values which represents two different libraries for 

Promoters and Transcription factors. In our first approach, each library is a range defined by Plib 

that is set by user input. Both libraries are coupled which means that a pair (Promoter, Transcription 
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Factor) with the same value will lead to the highest fitness allowed in the simulation. Therefore, 

an infection will be as good as closer the Promoter and Transcription Factor are. 

We call Distance [D] to the difference between a given Promoter and the Transcription Factor 
value assigned to certain contacted bacteria. 

Phage fitness cannot be assigned at the initialization of each phage. This fitness depends 

on each infection and so on the assigned Promoter and Transcription factor that involved bacteria 

and phage carries. 

We distribute the number of phages considered as good solutions with Good Phage Rate and 
Maximum Distance (D, max) that could be set as inputs of the simulation. 

Nevertheless, the fitness could not be retrieved at object initialization, we can assume that 

good phages are distributed according to certain fitness function F (TFj, Pi). 

We assume that not minimum amount of TFi is needed to activate the expression of Pj. 
However, depending on the success of the infection (fitness of the infection) QAt will be 
calculated as the following function: A (F, QTx, max) 

Chamber is filled with an amount of object at simulation init. This workflow is explained 

below: 
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Considering: 

 An initial population of 1000 objects. 
 MOI equals to 90% (which means 1000*0.90 = 900 E. coli; 1000*0.1 = 100 M13) 
 Initial Transcription Factor assignment: TFi = F (Plib, DP,max, GPR), the assigned TF will 

depend on the Transcription Factor Library, Maximum Distance Drift (only applies on 
initialization) and Good Phage Rate. 

 
Chamber init Workflow: 

1. The bacteria population is initialized. Each one of them (900 E. coli) will be assigned 
with a Promoter within the defined Promoter Library [Plib]. 

2. Array of assigned promoters are retrieved. 
3. Phage population is initialized (100 M13): 

a. We choose a random promoter value from array retrieved on step [2]: “Pj” 
b. We calculate “TFi”. According to GPR, we choose if a “good phage” will be 

released: 
Depending on a Bernoulli distribution where X = Good Phage Rate: 

o True then i = j, QT = 0, QGIII = 100 
o False: the “i” will take a value drifted from “j” by random distribution within 

[chosen library value (j), chosen library value (j)  DP,max], QT = QT,max, QGIII = 
25 

4. Toxin amount is calculated by A (F, QTx,max) where F (fitness) is inv. proportional to 
involved “TFi” and “Pj”; and “QTx,max” (maximum amount of toxin) 

5. QgIII [%] is calculated by G(F). This value will mean the probability of certain contact to 
result in a success infection. 

6. Both Bacteria and Phages are released to the chamber. 
 

Once the chamber is filled with objects the simulation starts. System pushes the content to 

the outlet by streamlines module while simulation is listening for a Bacteria and Phage Contact. 

Suppose a contact is performed. Therefore, we have: 

 One Phage with TFi, QTx, QgIII 

 One Bacteria with Pj, QAt 

1. Successful infection is evaluated. Given a Bernoulli distribution with parameter X equal to QgIII. 

a. True: infection performed. 

b. False: contact released. 
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2. If the infection was successful, then QAt is calculated.  

a. Calculation of infection fitness [F] as inv. Proportional to distance between TFi and Pj. 

b. QAt = f(F, QTx,max) 

3. TPR (toxin penalty rate). Known Bacteria Growth Rate (BGR) then, BGRnext = BGRlast – TPR 

a. If BGRnext is above zero, then the bacterium survives and infection develops. 

b. If BGRnext is below zero, then bacterium dies. Infection ends. 

4. Offspring calculation as f(F, QOff,max) 

5. Offspring release: 

a. QTx is calculated as f(F, QTx,max) 

b. QgIII [%] is calculated as f(F) 

c. Mutation is performed according to Mutation Probability. Then TF is calculated. 

d. Generate children with above parameters. 

e. Offspring Release. 

f. Return to step (5.c). 

Distribution functions 

There are several Pathogen and Bacteria properties that are set dynamically through simulation. 

We will be representing the distribution function that rules the “toxin-antitoxin” driven behavior. 

Functions will be found as appear described on “Diagrams” section. 

Association Law 

As seen above, each time a bacterium and a pathogen collide, GIII concentration (QGIII) 

within pathogen is evaluated so that a bond between them could be established. This behavior is 

called Association Law or Probability of infection and is ruled by a Bernoulli distribution of 

parameter GIII. 
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Fitness distribution 

If this bond is generated, we assume that the infection has performed successfully and 

fitness starts being calculated. 

Fitness is represented with “F” and is managed by a non-continuous function depending 

on the difference from certain Promoter (P) and Transcription Factors (TF) called Fitness Distance 

(D). 

 

 

Figure 37 fitness distribution plot. 

Antitoxin Distribution 

This function is represented by an under-dumped system whose values are chosen to fix 

the permanent response at Antitoxin Max Value ( ). The transitory period is modeled to 
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have a short rise time, so that settling time was smaller than 1 (maximum value that fitness could 

take) that is why we will find the factor “0.1” as a multiplier on the pole - Zero. 

 

The following graph is shown for an Antitoxin Max Value ( ) of 10. 

 

Figure 38 antitoxin distribution plot. 

Toxin - Antitoxin Balance: Toxin Penalty Rate 

Once the amount of Antitoxin is generated by the Bacteria responding to Pathogen infection, 

Toxin (carried by Pathogen) and Antitoxin balance is evaluated. This way, we evaluate the growth 

penalty for bacteria. The key point here is estimate if this penalty is great enough so that resulting 

Bacteria growth rate gets under Zero what would cause bacteria’s death. 
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Figure 39 Toxin - Antitoxin Balance: Toxin Penalty Rate plot. 

pIII Amount Distribution 

If the bacterium survives to the infection, the pIII amount generated for next Phage 

generation is calculated according to current infection fitness. 
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Figure 40 pIII Amount Distribution plot. 

Toxin Amount Distribution 

As antitoxin was already calculated on previous steps, we simply assign the toxin that 

will carry next generation as the difference from the maximum toxin that could be assigned to a 

Pathogen. Formula lays as follow: 

 

Following graph is printed for . 
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Figure 41 Toxin Amount Distribution plot. 

Phage production amount 

Finally, Phage production Amount is calculated. User sets by simulation input values for 

Phage Production Rate (PPR) and Maximum offspring amount. Respectively, such values will rule 

the periodicity a phage will be releasing a new offspring and the maximum number of descendants 

it could generate each time. 

Simulation cannot handle releasing the whole  of phages each time PPR is reached. 

Therefore, we calculate  as if the offspring could be divided within PPR timespan times. 
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If considering functions expressed on point [2] (Fitness distribution), we are allowed to 

draw  by  (  distance): 

 

By choosing  and   we get the following plot: 

 

Figure 42 Phage production amount plot. 

As we can see, offspring is only ruled by fitness when . 
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Mutation distribution 

Mutation is applied to a new phage each time it is released from an effective infection. On 

simulation, this behavior can be applied by time ranges so that we are able to define times when 

mutagenesis falls on the offspring with more or less effect. 

A mutation range is defined as follows: 

<mutation time="time" probability="prob" amplitude="amp"/> 
 

Time defines the simulation point from when this mutation range starts.  

Probability defines the possibility a mutation could happen. It is modeled as a Bernoulli 

distribution of parameter “prob”. 

Amplitude defines the floating-point a given Transcription Factor could drift from. The 

value  will be chosen as a random distribution within . New Transcription 

Factor is defined as  Then, the probability of a drift to the right or to the left is 

ruled by a Bernoulli distribution of probability 50%. 

New Configuration File 

As modules behavior has changed, the following image represents the new .cece 

configuration file in order to set up a simulation of this kind. Even though the simulation is 

carefully auto-documented, some sections will be commented below: 
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes" ?> 
<!-- Simulation definition --> 
<simulation world-size="220um 200um" dt="1s" background="white" length-
coefficient="1e-1"> 
 
    <parameter name="objcount" value="8000" /> 
    <parameter name="moi" value="0.998" /> 
 
    <plugin name="python" /> 
    <plugin name="cell" /> 
    <plugin name="object-generator" /> 
    <plugin name="streamlines" /> 
    <plugin name="infection" /> 
     <!-- 
        Plugin loads SVG file and create obstacles from it. 
        Path is taken as relative from simulation directory. 
    --> 
    <plugin name="obstacles-svg" filename="reactor.svg" color="black" /> 
 

    <!-- Define visualization layers --> 
    <visualization enabled="true"> 
        <layer name="velocity" key="V" /> 
        <layer name="density" key="B" /> 
        <layer name="physics" key="D" /> 
        <layer name="fluid" key="N" /> 
    </visualization>  

Figure 43 section from simulation configuration file. It initializes modules and instantiates visualization module, 
useful for retrieving fluid dynamics metrics. 

We introduced visualization plugin in order to perform physics insights. It allows us to 

study forces and velocity vectors which enabled us to observe how objects were being pushed to 

output pipes. This feature helped us to determine which chamber topology suited best to 

accomplish best object distribution within culture. 
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    <!-- Define types that will be used in simulation --> 
        <type name="Ecoli" type="cell.Ecoli" 
        volume="1.5um3" 
        volume-max="3um3" growth-rate="0.08um3/s" growth-penalty-
rate="0.03um3/s" 
        volume-bud-create="2.1um3" volume-bud-release="2.5um3" promoter-
library="125"> 
        </type> 
 
        <type name="M13" type="cell.Phage" 
        volume="0.5um3" 
        good-fitness-proportion="0.01" 
        fitness-distance="10" 
        search-time="30s" trancription-factor-library="125" maximum-
toxine="10"> 
        <mutation time="0s" probability="0.2" amplitude="5"/> 
        <mutation time="300s" probability="0.5" amplitude="2"/> 
        <mutation time="600s" probability="0.7" amplitude="1"/> 
        </type>  

Figure 44 section from simulation configuration file. It instantiates both E. coli and M13 (phage) types. 

Now, both M13 and E. coli are defined as types that could be used in other parts of the 

simulation file. Regarding to E. coli, configuration parameters are the same to previous 

implementations, despite of “promoter-library” definition. According to phages, new parameters 

rule its behavior: 

 Good-fitness-proportion: the number of phages that will be considered as “good” ones. It 

is only used for initialization engine to set them up. 

 Fitness-distance: another parameter that is used on initialization. It helps to determine de 

assigned transcription factor value to phage when such pathogen is targeted to be assigned 

with a bad performance. 

 Transcription-factory-library: the integer width such value could take. 

 Maximum-toxin: the maximum toxin a phage could be assigned with. 
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 Mutation section: ternary parameter registry which defines (time) the point on time this 

mutation def. starts, (probability) and (amplitude) the drift a transcription factor could take 

once a mutation takes place. 

<!-- Chamber initialization - Generate simulation objects at random 
places --> 
    <init language="python"> 
        <![CDATA[ 
        import core 
        import random 
 
        def call(simulation): 
            objCount = int(simulation.getParameter("objcount")) 
            moi = float(simulation.getParameter("moi")) 
            ecoliCount = int(objCount * (1 - moi)) 
            m13Count = int(objCount * moi) 
 
            y_span = 75 
            x_span = 110 
            x_ranges = [-x_span+20, x_span-20] 
            y_ranges = [-y_span, y_span] 
 
            # Generate cell of E. Coli type 
            for i in xrange(1, ecoliCount): 
                ecoli = simulation.createObject("Ecoli") 
                x = random.uniform(x_ranges[0], x_ranges[1]) 
                y = random.uniform(y_ranges[0], y_ranges[1]) 
                ecoli.position = core.VectorPosition(x, y) 
 
            # Generate cell of Phage type 
            for i in xrange(1, m13Count): 
                m13 = simulation.createObject("M13") 
                x = random.uniform(x_ranges[0], x_ranges[1]) 
                y = random.uniform(y_ranges[0], y_ranges[1]) 
                m13.position = core.VectorPosition(x, y) 
        ]]> 
    </init>  

Figure 45 section from simulation configuration file. Culture initialization program. 
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    <!-- Constant inflow of fresh Ecoli --> 
    <!--Midle chamber inflow --> 
      <module name="object-generator"> 
        <object class="Ecoli" velocity="0um/s 0um/s" rate="0.05/s" 
        position-min="-5 30" position-max="10 30"/> 
      </module>  

Figure 46 section from simulation configuration file. It injects a constant inflow of fresh E. coli from the middle 
bottom pipe. 

    <!-- Selective inflow --> 
    <module name="streamlines" char-length="25" init-iterations="1000" 
number-nodes="25" 
    dynamic="false" inlet-velocity="0.7um/s" layout="inlet outlet inlet 
outlet" 
    tau="1.3" 
    layer-magnitude="velocity" layer-density="density" layer-
dynamics="fluid"/> 
 

    <!-- Parameters that handle infection behavior --> 
    <module name="infection" info-file-
path="/Users/Gus/Desktop/infection-output/simTest.csv" print-interval="1" 
tracked-pathogen="M13"> 
    <bond pathogen="M13" 
            host="Ecoli" 
            probability-of-infection="0.2" 
            max-offspring="5" 
            eclipse-time="0s" 
            ppr="1s"/> 
            </module> 
</simulation>  

Figure 47 section from simulation configuration file. First section instantiates selective inflow in charge or pushing 
objects to output pipes. Second section calls infection module, which handles object contact and drives infection 
between phages and E. coli. 

Results 

On the following examples, we have tried to provide some measures that help us to 

determine if the system is allowed to converge.  

As for the purpose of this experiment, understanding the influence of the of negative 

selection protocol, we have chosen the most unfavorable conditions for configured parameters. 
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That’s why MOI proportion were reduced to 99,80 % ( 99,80 phages per 100 objects) which 

difficulted the chance for infections to become “productive”.  

As for the chamber conditions, its shape was designed to enhance culture mixing. Based on in-lab 

tests, we have engineered the mutation intervals and probability of mutation to avoid these hard 

conditions.  Thus, we have selected Transcription Factor Library and Promoter Library as the key 

parameters that have an actual influence on the experiment.  

 According to the plots, we present tree kinds of graphics to display the results from the 

two most representative experiments that are documented on this paper: 

1. Pathogen Count by Transcription Factor 

It means an important way to get to know if the system converges to a value from the 

Transcription Factor Library. If the number of pathogens that are assigned to a certain 

transcription factor is close to the total number of phages, then it will probably mean that 

the system will result satisfactory. 

2. Residence Time 

Resident time is important to assure that the results are not being embezzle by stuck E. coli 

within the camber. Notice that if most of the infected bacteria do not leave the culture on a 

quick basis, they will be endlessly introducing phages that could not mean a good solution. 

Therefore, despite of good results on “Pathogen Count by Transcription Factor” high host 

Residence Time will mean fake convergence conclusions.28 

3. Toxin 

On Toxin plot, four curves were displayed: 

                                                 
 

28 David Liu suggested on his paper the residence time should be close to one E. coli doubling cycle to 
avoid such fake results. 
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a. Toxin average helps us to evaluate how good are the fresh infections that are 

performed through simulation. Low values represent low influence of negative 

selection protocol. 

b. Antitoxin average is meant to support conclusions from toxin average plot. 

However, if both toxin and antitoxin average are low could mean that no new 

infections are taking place (what could significate that a local solution is found). 

c. GIII average inform about the quality of overall infections that took place. It is 

measured as the percentage of the maximum pIII that could be generated. 

d. Maximum toxin is just a reference to compare other plots with. 

According to the experiments that are documented below, we tried to determine two 

different facts. By selecting both libraries with same width, we tried to understand if the system is 

capable to converge under non-very-engineered condition (when too many DNA variants are 

involved, and biologist do not know how to configure promoters with precision). We though that 

by choosing great search spaces we were challenging the simulation to find couples on broad 

situations. However, on second example, we tried to simulate an experiment when biologist know 

with certainty the phenotype of the molecule they are trying to find. That is why great library for 

transcription factor were chosen meanwhile promoter’s is narrow to reject undesired solutions. 

All experiments were run under the following chamber configuration: 

 

Figure 48 example of multipipe chamber topology. 
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Bellow pipes are meant to inject fluid to the chamber uniformly. Only the central pipe was meant 

to add fresh E. coli to the culture at regular basis. Having multiple output pipes allowed us to a 

better objects distribution within chamber as outflow pull them by fanning them out all over the 

“X” axis. 

The experiment is configured with the following common parameters: 

Type Property Value Notes 

General Number of initial 
objects 8000 [objects]  

Dynamics 
Inlet Velocity 0.7 um/s  
Fresh E. coli Input 
Rate 0.01/min  

E. coli 

E. coli division Rate 40 mins  
E. coli reproduction 
penalty rate 20 mins  

Promoter’s Library 
set -- It varies through examples. 

Phage 

Transcription Factor 
Library set -- It varies through examples. 

Toxin maximum 10 [units]  
Probability of 
infection 20%  

Percentage of Good 
Phages 1% 

This value is important for 
chamber initialization. 
According to a random 
distribution, the 1% of phages 
will be assigned to a far 
Transcription Factor from 
Promoters library. Therefore, 
a great Toxin amount will be 
stored in them. 

Fitness Distance 10 [units] 

Only applies on initialization. 
It helps to calculate the 
distance of its assigned 
Transcription Factor when a 
phage is targeted to be 
assigned with a “bad fitness” 

Search time 30 mins Delay a phage would become 
infective after its birth. 

First mutation stretch  
Start: 0 min 
Probability: 0.2 
Amplitude (drift): 5 
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Second mut. stretch  
Start: 300 mins (5 h) 
Probability: 0.5 
Amplitude (drift): 2 

 

Third mutation 
stretch  

Start: 600 mins (10 h) 
Probability: 0.7 
Amplitude (drift): 1 

 

Infection 
PPR maximum 1 [min] 

On this implementation, PPR 
means the rate at when fresh 
phage generation would be 
released to the culture. 

Offspring maximum 5 [phage] Maximum number of phages 
released each generation. 

 

Example 1: Transcription Factor Library width (75), Promoters Library width (75), 

MOI (99,8%) 

Pathogen Count by Transcription Factor 

 

Figure 49 Pathogen Count by Transcription Factor plot. 

From the set of 75 different transcription factor, only most representative values are 

displayed on this plot. The ones which are not plotted got values close to zero.  
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The khaki line means the number of phages that remains in the chamber each minute. As 

there is not a narrow library of Promoters to converge to, the result seemed to be unfocussed. 

Studying the numbers on the last simulated minute, the values for the higher Transcription Factor 

are TF(0) [51,14% of phages], TF(73) [32,55% of phages] y TF(8) [13,76% of phages]. 

Looking strictly to these results, we cannot say that the simulation resulted satisfactory as the 

closer TF is 50% far from the total phage counting.  

According to mutation effect, we can see how the second section penalized TF(38), TF(27) and 

TF(10) from 5 hours on, but the third one helped to find TF(0) and TF(73) as the amplitude shifted 

in deltas of 1 at 10 hours and on. However, TF(68) got washed out due to this effect. 

Residence Time 

 

Figure 50 Residence Time plot. 

Until close to the 8 hours of simulation the results do not decrease to one hour of residence. 

Correlating these 8 first hours of simulation with the plot above, we tended to think that the quality 
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of infections is not good enough, hosts got stuck and cell doubling allowed the “bad phages” to 

infect them, which propelled the increase of such transcription factors. 

Toxin

 

Figure 51 Toxin Average, Antitoxin Average, pIII production [%] and Toxin maximum plots. 

8 hours point results are aligned with the decrease of resident time. Antitoxin production is 

not balanced with the toxin amount which could drove to cell death.  

At 10 hours we experiment a peak on pIII which supports the good tendency of TF(73) and 

TF(0). Low values in antitoxin numbers could mean that no significant fresh infection was 

performed as host resident time does not allow the cells to replicate and get infected by those 

phages. 

Conclusions  

Based on above results, we cannot assure that this experiment could lead to successful as 

all Transcription Factor are far from total number of phages in the chamber. However, if mutation 

influence stopped on 13 hours, we could think that, for instance, TF(73) could continue increasing. 
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This hypothesis supports the idea that under big libraries conditions the convergence is slow but 

could be realized.  

The most important conclusions we got from this experiment was that the protocol that was 

implemented allowed us to successfully control the convergence process and increased the 

probability of finding set of more relaxed experiment properties. By looking at 8 hours results, the 

combination of both toxin effect, which conclude on cell death, and the mutation protocol helped 

the system to strongly redirect a bad tendency to the spawn of two successful couples from 10 

hours on. 

Example 2: Transcription Factor Library width (75), Promoters Library width (5), 

MOI (99,8%) 

Pathogen Count by Transcription Factor 

 

 

Figure 52 Pathogen Count by Transcription Factor plot. 
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The overall conclusion we could get from the plots above is that the system successfully 

converges to the Promoter Library, reaching TF(4) to the 81,88% of the total phages. The following 

closer TF is (7) with a representation of the 8,7% of the total phages. It is important to remark how 

negative selection protocol works perfectly: Transcription Factor that are far from the 1 to 5 

Promoters are quickly washed out from the culture (inspect how Pathogen Count curve decreases 

for times earlier than 8 hours). 

It is also remarkable the effect of mutation protocol at 5 hours. The hypothesis deal with the system 

finding a bad close solution to the Promoters library. Perhaps the amplitude of 2 from this mutation 

section allowed the phage transcription factor to approach to TF(4) and strongly start ramping up. 

Residence Time 

 

Figure 53 Residence Time plot. 

The fact that the host curve keeps attached to 1 hour favored the system to get rid of the 

bad solutions out of Promoters Library. The launch of Phage Resident time before 6 hours could 

be explained by the important amount of phages distributed all around the chamber at initialization. 
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As the simulation continued, resident time has stabilized at hour 6 and paradoxically start 

decreasing at 8, when total number of phages started to increase again. This fact could be explained 

by the chamber’s topology. As mixing is not properly implemented, all objects are usually pushed 

to one of the reactor pipe outputs at higher times.  Even though infection and phage productivity 

are remarkable, their residency is small but enough to let the phages survive to selective inflow. 

On the other hand, we are also allowed to observe the influence of negative selection 

protocol on the steady values from Host Resident Time. Cells infected by far solutions are targeted 

to death keeping its resident time justified to 1 hour. 

Toxin 

 

Figure 54 Toxin Average, Antitoxin Average, pIII production [%] and Toxin maximum plots. 

Regarding to toxin average, it kept straight to toxin maximum, which is an indicator of the 

effect of negative selection protocol when TF are far from Promoters library target. However, at 

hour 4, the Toxin amount decrease in a sudden, aligned with the huge leap of pIII curve up to 80% 

of maximum production. Contrary of what was said on “Pathogen Count by Transcription Factor” 

comments, the mutation influence in charge of finding a “good solution” was not the second 
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mutation stretch but the most aggressive one that has effect before hour 5 which suddenly redirects 

the system behavior thanks to big amplitude searching29. 

From this point on, both antitoxin values and pIII values support the idea of this experiment 

converging to TF(4) which means a successful example. 

Conclusions  

Unlike what was achieved on first example, here we have demonstrated that negative 

selection protocol works better when Promoters Library size are significantly different and 

narrower compared to Transcription Factor Library. Moreover, the influence of mutation protocol 

helps the system to find better solutions as phage Transcription Factor could change through 

simulation. This behavior enhances the system to avoid local minimums by shifting along TF 

library.  

 

Overall Conclusions 

Implementing more realistic PACE behavior was crucial to evaluate whether the simulator 

was capable of rendering such a complex fluidic system. By modeling fitness performance as it 

was described on David Liu’s papers was crucial to get actual conclusion on how a simulator could 

help biologist to decide which parameters are accurate to perform same experiment on in vivo 

cultures. For instance, on first approach, we decided to implement probability of infection by a 

parameter set by user configuration. However, on second approach, this behavior was drove by the 

amount of pIII carried by a given phage. Such phage was assigned with pIII the greater amount 

the better was its parent fitness. This way we realized the importance of fitness, not only on the 

                                                 
 

29 Remember that leaps of amplitude 5 are performed during this span. 
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number of phages that were released to the culture but on how this influences new phage 

generations on their capability of infecting new bacteria. When we incorporated such feature (with 

no toxin and antitoxin behavior) we get to know that it was virtually impossible to find parameters 

that enable the experiment to converge. 

Talking on positive and negative selection technics, we consider that the above results drive 

us to believe that the system could be improved by these new features. PACE used to lack 

performance at initial times when all hosts were infected by phages carrying bad solutions. As the 

stochasticity of the experiment takes PACE simulation to end differently even though same 

parameters were set, we needed to explore protocols which open the possibility of changing 

dynamically bad solutions, to more acceptable Transcription Factor values. That situation 

compelled us to incorporate mutation protocols, that were supposed to be activated by chemical 

signals introduced on different times to the chamber. If we can rule the virulence of mutation effect 

on different times during simulation, we are able to manage that experiments could continue 

without washing out all objects when such bad solutions were accepted by E. coli. For instance, 

insidious mutation effects at initialization allowed to get rid of a problem that discarded a 

simulation when the majority of hosts where infected by bad solutions at the very beginning of the 

experiment. Moreover, when larger simulation times are reached, we enable PACE to drift on close 

Transcription Factor values by introducing signals that moderate mutation influence. This behavior 

helps us to get more optimal results at the end of the execution. The mutation protocol has led us 

to enhance simulations on approximately 30% of time-span and 20% of more proximal solutions 

to Promoters library’s target. 

On the other hand, negative selection protocol (Toxin and Antitoxin behavior) has an important 

effect on reducing the stochasticity of results when configuring simulations with same input 
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parameters. Thus, as host death was programmed according to phage fitness, we disable the 

opportunity of “bad phages” to propagate within the culture. However, we suspicious that cell 

death not only penalize low fitness but good phages, as smaller amount of disponible hosts reduces 

significantly their opportunity to infect and then survive. However, what we have observed is that 

just one successful infection is enough to get a good solution to spread due to their speed of 

replication supplies such deficiency. Moreover, the fact that the culture was slowly filled by fresh 

E. coli help to support situations when no good phages where yet found. We have also figured out 

that when the system allowed to replicate solutions with medium fitness, those phages use to be 

distributed as a group, one close to each other, displacing adjacent pathogens. When they find an 

“empty” host, they tend to infect it which give a disadvantage to other phages. But when cell death 

took a role, what we achieved was that we discarded local groups of undesirable phages to keep 

propagating and then get discarded quicker from the culture. 

Negative selection protocol does not only penalize bad phages but E. coli. As we calculate 

the toxin amount that is carried by next generation phages based on the quality of their parent 

infection, those “good phages” released to the culture are allowed to kill those bacteria whose 

promoter differs a lot from its “selected” Transcription Factor. This behavior helped us to speed 

up convergence to the pair of libraries that are occupying the culture on a braver basis. This feature 

was mandatory to get quicker results as we had hardware limitations that disable us to run “days-

span” simulations (notice that our computer only allow us to run simulations for about 12 hours of 

sim-time). The satisfactory results presented above led us to think that this particularity of such 

protocol could be accomplished on in-vivo experiments too. 
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Conclusions and Future Work 

Technical debt 

Object mixing behavior was mandatory for future improvements on CeCe simulator. This 

feature will get rid of complex chamber distribution that try to avoid premature object washout. 

Physics improvement by modeling movement as blocks when object agglutination takes 

place. It will reduce significantly the amount of mathematic calculus when objects keep close each 

other. Therefore, we could be able to both initialize the chamber with a greater number of objects 

and keep the simulation running for longer spans. 

On the same topic, running the simulator on a cloud distribution (such as Azure, AWS 

or Google Cloud) will allow the system to parallelize and speed up calculus. This would have an 

important effect on simulator performance. 

Escherichia Coli use to perform biofilms when close to a flat border. Such characteristic 

keeps blocks of cells attached to the chamber walls what interferes directly on its residence time. 

When an infected host does not leave the culture on a quick basis, they release continuously phages 

to the chamber which can distort conclusions or handicap simulation. If we do not take this 

phenomenon into account, when biologist take trimmed parameters to an in-vivo experiment, they 

could lead to get far results from simulations.   

Bacteria pill shape could influence physics and therefore on their distribution on the 

chamber and interaction with other objects. 

There are situations when multiple phage infection to single host could be performed. It 

would be interesting to control how this phenomenon rules PACE (for instance, by getting different 

fitness values as a mixing among infective pathogens, hosts releasing offspring from each phage 

or how this affect bacteria to their growth rate and survival). 
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Nutrient driven bacteria growth. Nutrients run bacteria development rate, and so it 

conditions its doubling time and survival. This feature could represent an important control 

protocol when the number of hosts tend to increase, or we want to condition the rate phages are 

released to the culture. 

Change the integer-based libraries for Transcription Factor and Promoters to chains of 

Boolean numbers (or even integer arrays). This kind of implementation is closer to DNA format. 

Moreover, on this distribution, other computed evolutive technics could be applied leading us to 

more precise and realistic results. 

Difficulties 

Tunnel effect (cells breaking walls). This problem comes from a failing implementation 

of boundaries in CeCe. This event happened when time steps are so wide that the system had to 

calculate movements drifts that wide that a wall came in between. This caused objects to get stuck 

in void obstacles which produced encapsulated and uncontrolled evolution of cell within such 

obstacles. An example of such misbehavior is attached below: 

 

Figure 55 example of a simulation which suffers from Tunnel effect. 

Lack of performance when agglomeration. When objects are pushed to the end of a 

chamber, normally stuck on an elbow of its topology, objects get agglutinated in limited space. 

The simulator handle with difficulties such situation as the physics calculus increase exponentially 
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in order to render massive interactions between objects (notice that we deal with objects on the 

order of 10k). 

No of object mixing within chamber. This deficiency drove us to implement complex 

chamber topologies with multiple input and output flows that mimic better object distribution. 

Moreover, such scarcity led us to have agglutination problems that slowed down simulation 

performance. 

Memory leaks. Sometimes, as CeCe is trying to simulate huge number of objects, memory 

get occupied and no newer registries could be reserved for the RAM to keep rendering simulation. 

That is an inner problem of CeCe that could be fixing modifying its deep core features. 
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Annex I 

Simulator Source Code 

Description 

The simulator is distributed under multiple code repositories (CeCe, CeCe-cli, CeCe-core, 

CeCe-plugins and CeCe-examples) which were forked from original GeorgievLab [10] repository. 

The code developed under this thesis is attached on different ways: (1) including web access 

repositories on GitHub and by file included with the present document. 

Filename or web location 

 Web access: 

o CeCe: https://github.com/GustavoPB/CeCe_  

o CeCe-cli: https://github.com/GustavoPB/CeCe-cli  

o CeCe-core: https://github.com/GustavoPB/CeCe-core 

o CeCe-plugins: https://github.com/GustavoPB/CeCe-plugins  

o CeCe-examples: https://github.com/GustavoPB/CeCe-examples  

 Filename: gpuig-cece-simulator-sourcecode.zip 
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Annex II 

Simulation Output Data 

Description 

Every graphic of this document was plotted based on the data outputted from the simulator. 

As for the interest on further insights, we are attaching complementary data that could be used for 

taking deeper conclusions or analyses. Such data is included attached with this document in .zip 

file which encloses multiple simulation examples. 

Filename or web location 

 Filename: gpuig-cece-simulator-outputdata.zip 


